Unique capabilities of AC frequency scanning and its implementation on a Mars Organic Molecule Analyzer linear ion trap.
A limitation of conventional quadrupole ion trap scan modes which use rf amplitude control for mass scanning is that, in order to detect a subset of an ion population, the rest of the ion population must also be interrogated. That is, ions cannot be detected out of order; they must be detected in order of either increasing or decreasing mass-to-charge (m/z). However, an ion trap operated in the ac frequency scan mode, where the rf amplitude is kept constant and instead the ac frequency is used for mass-selective operations, has no such limitation because any variation in the ac frequency affects only the subset of ions whose secular frequencies match the perturbation frequency. Hence, an ion trap operated in the ac frequency scan mode can perform any arbitrary mass scan, as well as a sequence of scans, using a single ion injection; we demonstrate both capabilities here. Combining these two capabilities, we demonstrate the acquisition of a full mass spectrum, a product ion spectrum, and a second generation product ion spectrum using a single ion injection event. We further demonstrate a "segmented scan" in which different mass ranges are interrogated at different rf amplitudes in order to improve resolution over a portion of the mass range, and a "periodic scan" in which ions are continuously introduced into the ion trap to achieve a nearly 100% duty cycle. These unique scan modes, along with other characteristics of ac frequency scanning, are particularly appropriate for miniature ion trap mass spectrometers. Hence, implementation of ac frequency scanning on a prototype of the Mars Organic Molecule Analyzer mass spectrometer is also described.